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Abstract

Text-to-image models are known to propagate
social biases. For example when prompted to
generate images of people in certain profes-
sions, these models tend to systematically gen-
erate specific genders or ethnicity. In this paper,
we show that this bias is already present in
the text encoder of the model and introduce
a Mixture-of-Experts approach by identifying
text-encoded bias in the latent space and then
creating a bias-identification gate. More specif-
ically, we propose MoESD (Mixture of Experts
Stable Diffusion) with BiAs (Bias Adapters)
to mitigate gender bias. We also demonstrate
that a special token is essential during the miti-
gation process. With experiments focusing on
gender bias, we demonstrate that our approach
successfully mitigates gender bias while main-
taining image quality.

1 Introduction

In recent years, large language and vision mod-
els such as ChatGPT 4 (OpenAI, 2023), DALL·E
(Ramesh et al., 2021) and Stable Diffusion (Rom-
bach et al., 2022; Podell et al., 2023) have ushered
the era of AI generated content. However, research
has shown that these generative models often ex-
hibit social biases during the content generation
process, especially in text-to-image generation. For
instance, models tends to generate more images of
man when provided with prompts like “a successful
CEO”, and more images of women when provided
with prompts like “a paralegal” (Friedrich et al.,
2023; Luccioni et al., 2023).

To mitigate such biases, current methodologies
can be broadly categorized into three debiasing
paradigms:

• Pre-processing the training data to remove
bias before training.

• Prompt-engineering to restrain the model gen-
eration at the deployment stage.

• Enforcing fairness on model weights by intro-
ducing constraints on the learning objective
during training.

In pre-processing methods, eliminating bias in
the training corpus is a difficult challenge that of-
fers no guarantees (Hamidieh et al., 2023). For
prompt-engineering, although leveraging specific
prompts to instruct the model (e.g. “a photo of a
female plummer”) (Friedrich et al., 2023) can work
to avoid biases, this is not how the average user
prompts these models, do not a solution in practice.
For changing model weights, the resource-intensive
nature of re-training models poses challenges, re-
quiring vast amounts of data (89k text-image pairs
in (Esposito et al., 2023)) and full fine-tuning of
the model.

Our work identifies existing biases in pre-
trained models and effectively mitigates them
by parameter-efficient fine-tuning, which only re-
quires a small amount of data (1.5K) and parame-
ters (5.6%). Our contributions can be summarized
as follows:

• We measure the gender skew in text to assess
gender bias in embeddings.

• We introduce Mixture of Experts (MoE)
to Stable Diffusion and fine-tune the Bias
Adapters (BiAs) to effectively mitigate identi-
fied gender biases.

• We apply special tokens to aid the BiAs in bet-
ter understanding the biased data and demon-
strate that it is essential for mitigation.

• We successfully mitigate the gender bias in
Stable Diffusion while maintaining image
quality.

2 Related Work

Biases in multimodal settings have attracted in-
creasing attention. Several studies have evaluated
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multimodal models and discovered that they inherit
and propagate many biases (Agarwal et al., 2021;
Cho et al., 2023). Prompt learning and engineer-
ing have been widely utilized in vision-language
models and generative models (Berg et al., 2022;
Friedrich et al., 2023). Specifically, Fair Diffusion
(Friedrich et al., 2023) addresses biases through
prompt engineering: users insert prompts to gen-
erate fair images with the assistance of specific
guidance on the SEGA model (Brack et al., 2023).
Subsequently, image generation is guided towards
a fairer outcome through manual semantic editing
in the latent space of biased concepts.

Approaches to offset bias representation are also
increasingly popular: Seth et al. (2023) employs
additive residual image representations to mitigate
biased representations, while Esposito et al. (2023)
focuses on fine-tuning the model to achieve fair-
ness. Chuang et al. (2023) proposed a method to
project out biased directions in text embeddings
to create fair generative models. This approach
leverages positive pairs of prompts to debias em-
beddings effectively. By generating embeddings of
prompts such as “a photo of a [class name] with
[spurious attribute]”, a calibrated projection matrix,
as shown in Equations 1, is optimized. After pro-
jection, the embedding should only contain infor-
mation about the “[class name]” with no spurious
information (e.g., gender).

Equation 1 illustrates the regularization of the
difference between the projected embeddings of
the set of positive pairs S, where (zi, zj) represents
the embedding of prompt pair (i, j) in S, which
describes the same class but with different spurious
attributes (e.g., gender). The loss function encour-
ages the linear projection P to be invariant to the
difference between the spurious attributes (details
in Appendix A.4).

min
P

∥P − P0∥2 +
λ

|S|
∑

(i,j)∈S

∥Pzi − Pzj∥2 (1)

3 Method

In this section we describe our method. First, we
explore the projection matrix from (Chuang et al.,
2023) (Equation 1) to assess inheriting gender bi-
ases in Stable Diffusion. Second, we introduce
the Mixture of Experts (MoE) to Stable Diffusion
and add fine-tuned BiAs (experts), which combine
bias identification gates and special tokens to aid in

understanding the biased data. This results in our
MoESD-BiAs approach.

3.1 Identifying Biases in Stable Diffusion
Stable Diffusion, the text-to-image model in our
work, generates images from text by switching dif-
fusion process from pixel space to latent space to
generate images. Given an image x ∈ RH×W×3

in RGB space, the encoder E encodes x into a
latent representation z = E(x), and the decoder
D reconstructs the image from the latent, giving
x′ = D(z) = D(E(x)), where z ∈ Rh×w×c. A
domain-specific encoder τθ projects y (language
prompt) to an intermediate representation τθ(y) ∈
RM×dτ , which is then mapped to the intermedi-
ate layers of the U-Net via a cross-attention layer
implementing to condition the latent z. Based on
image-conditioning pairs, the conditional LDM is
learned via Equation 2.

LLDM := EE(x),y,ϵ∼N (0,1),t

[
∥ϵ− ϵθ(zt, t, τθ(y))∥22

]
(2)

However when employing prompts like “a photo
of a [occupation]”, the model has been shown to
exhibit significant gender bias with stereotypes
(Friedrich et al., 2023; Chuang et al., 2023), which
manifests throughout the entire process.

While research efforts have been dedicated to
addressing biases in the iterative image denoising
process within U-Net (Ronneberger et al., 2015),
the convolutional network component of Stable
Diffusion (Esposito et al., 2023), our investigation
has revealed a distinct bias emerging after the text
embedding stage, when utilizing the text encoder of
different versions of Stable Diffusion. This means
that bias is amplified throughout the process.

Appendix A.2 shows a visualization of the
dimensionality-reduced embeddings encoded by
the text encoder of two versions of Stable Diffu-
sion1 2 using T-SNE, with prompts like “The photo
of the face of a [occupation]”, where the [occu-
pation] are from the top 8 male-biased and top
8 female-biased occupations from Fair Diffusion
(Friedrich et al., 2023)3. There is a clear bound-
ary between two gender-biases occupation encoded

1https://huggingface.co/runwayml/
stable-diffusion-v1-5

2https://huggingface.co/stabilityai/
stable-diffusion-2-1-base

3https://github.com/ml-research/
Fair-Diffusion/blob/main/results_fairface_
generated_1-5.txt

2

https://huggingface.co/runwayml/stable-diffusion-v1-5
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embeddings in both versions of Stable Diffusion.
In other words, embeddings show gender biases
regardless of whether they are encoded by CLIP
or OpenCLIP (Radford et al., 2021; Schuhmann
et al., 2022; Cherti et al., 2023), indicating that the
text encoder already contains gender biases, which
then conditions the U-Net. Thus, it is not enough
to mitigate biases in the latent space of the U-Net,
we need to address the text-encoded bias as well.

3.2 Measuring Text-Encoded Bias

Issues of Projecting Prompt Embeddings for
Fairness Although Chuang et al. (2023) claims
great success in measuring bias in text embeddings
and projecting it to achieve fairness, we have iden-
tified an issue. When attempting to switch the
original prompt into another direction to achieve
balance, the projection may take it into another
direction that can introduce other biases. In the
Appendix A.6, we present failure cases of gender
mitigation using (Chuang et al., 2023)’s method,
which resulted in only male faces being generated.

Reframing the Projection to Assess Gender Bias
We conduct zero-shot and unsupervised classifica-
tion on embeddings, using prompts like “The photo
of the face of a [occupation]” and a pretrained Sta-
ble Diffusion text encoder. Our goal is to measure
gender bias within these prompts and their embed-
dings. Altering the weights of the pretrained text
encoder is risky, as it could lead to the model forget-
ting information that is not related to gender, which
has learned from extensive data, so the Stable Dif-
fusion text encoder is frozen. Another challenge is
the lack of clear labels, as we only have prompts,
embeddings, and statistics for each occupation gen-
erated by Fair Diffusion. These statistics are based
on 250 images from the original Stable Diffusion
and cannot be quantitatively analyzed or treated as
a simple binary classification task due to the small
sample size. Moreover, the embeddings are subject
to change based on the hyperparameters of the pre-
trained model, meaning the statistics can only serve
as a benchmark for testing our approach rather than
for model learning. Therefore, our analysis relies
solely on prompts and model weights.

As shown in Equation 1, z is the
prompt embedding, and P is the pro-
jection process. Prompts z0 applying
Calibration Matrix can be written as P ∗z0 =

P0

(
I + λ

|S|
∑

(i,j)∈S(zi − zj)(zi − zj)
T
)−1

z0,
derived from Equation 1.

Here we first define the similarity between
two prompts before and after applying the
Calibration Matrix:

∆S(z0, zt, P0, P
∗) = Similarity(P0z0, P0zt)

− Similarity(P ∗z0, P0zt)
(3)

We then calculate the gender skew for prompt
embedding z0 as

G (z0) = ∆S(z0, zmale, P0, P
∗)

−∆S(z0, zfemale, P0, P
∗) (4)

We assume the gender skew is male when
G (z0) > 0 while the gender skew is female
G (z0) < 0. If ∆S(z0, zt, P0, P

∗) is larger, then
the disparity between two prompts-before and after
applying the Calibration Matrix is also larger. This
results in a greater divergence between the original
embedding direction and the projected embeddings.
Consequently, the strength of the redirected em-
beddings is increased, indicating a stronger gender
preference before redirecting. In essence, if the
redirection strength is substantial, it indicates a
more forceful adjustment away from the original
gender direction, which means higher gender skew.

3.3 Defining the Bias Identification Gate

We utilize the Pearson Correlation Coefficient to
measure similarity and check statistical approxima-
tion of genders in Fair Diffusion occupations, with
further details provided in Appendix A.7. If the
male count for a particular occupation surpasses
half of the total, we assume this occupation is male-
skewed; otherwise, it is female-skewed. To as-
sess the effectiveness of our approach when de-
signing the Bias Identification Gate, we compare
the frequency-based labels with our calculations
derived from Equation 4 to compute accuracy. We
achieve an accuracy rate of 79%, indicating that
our bias measurement approximation, achieved
through task reframing, aligns with both intuition
and statistical trends.

The accuracy is lower when it comes to occupa-
tions such as insurance agents (details in Appendix
A.9.1), as these are mostly likely at the boundary
between male and female. In Table 1, we show
mitigation of biases even when classifications of
these challenging occupations are incorrect.
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3.4 BiAs Experts: Bias Adapter Experts

The next step is to set up the experts for the MoE
approach. For that, we implement a way to person-
alize Stable Diffusion to guide our model towards
fairness.

The intuition is to guide the model to gener-
ate more female when the original embedding ex-
hibits the male skew and vice versa. To achieve
this, we divide our training text-image pairs into
two groups: male and female. We then fine-tune
the model separately to generate male-biased and
female-biased experts. When the gate is activated,
it guides the experts according to the following
rules: male skew for female-biased experts and fe-
male skew for male-biased experts. This process is
called bias fine-tuning.

input

output

BiAs BiAs

Cross Attention Bias Identification Gate

BiAs

Bias Adapter Experts

Figure 1: The Architecture of BiAs. We apply BiAs
to the cross-attention of the U-Net. In the figure, the
left BiAs represents the female expert, the right one
represents the male expert, and the middle represents
the original cross-attention. The conditional information
is processed by the Bias Identification Gate to determine
which experts to choose - either male, female, or none of
them. In the end, the chosen BiAs will process the input
and be added together with the original cross-attention.
The detailed BiAs architecture includes BiAs of the Q,
K, V, and output matrices (for simplicity, we omit them
in the figure).

Adapters (Hu et al., 2022; Houlsby et al., 2019;
Karimi Mahabadi et al., 2021) provide a method
to freeze the model and introduce a new, trainable
weight matrix, which significantly reduces both the
time and memory required for training.

We incorporate this method into creating bias
experts, making the bias fine-tuning parameter-
efficient. We freeze the parameters in the U-Net
and add adapters on the cross-attention layers of
the U-Net, as illustrated in Figure 1. We initialize

the adapters following the principles of LoRA (Hu
et al., 2022): the weight parameters of the first ma-
trix W ′

down are determined by a Gaussian function,
while the parameters of the second matrix W ′

up
are initialized as a zero matrix. Consequently, the
added pathway is initially zero during training and
does not impact the result, resembling the original
output.

Since the adapters are randomly initialized, they
do not inherit biases from Stable Diffusion fine-
tuning, which makes them more effective in achiev-
ing fairness, as detailed in Section 4.2.2. By using
adapters as the bias experts, we achieve better fair-
ness scores and reduce the trainable ratio to only
5.6%.

For bias fine-tuning, we generate biased images
with specific male or female characteristics so that
the bias expert will learn stereotypes from the data.
We employ a technique from Dreambooth (Ruiz
et al., 2023), utilizing a special token to help BiAs
to better understand the biased data. Dreambooth
adds a special token, a unique identifier, to the
prompt, and uses a few fine-tuning images of a
subject as input to “personalize” the model. In our
work, we use the special token to “personalize” the
adapters of the biased information.

In theory, the special token should not impact the
results, as it is only used to remind the experts about
the bias. However, due to the context differences
of prompt embeddings, minor differences in results
might occur when different special tokens are used
for different experts and prompts.

For fine-tuning data, we generate our training
image-text pairs using Stable Diffusion-XL with
the following prompt: “A [gender] + [race] + [oc-
cupation].” The prompts generate 1530 images
with different genders, races and occupations to
ensure variety, which then fine-tune the model us-
ing the special token. The results demonstrate that
the special token yields better performance than
ordinary fine-tuning, as detailed in Section 4.2.2.

Our bias fine-tuning can be formalised in the
following optimization process:

Lbias := EE(x),y,ϵ∼N (0,1),t

[
∥ϵ− ϵθ(zt, t, τθ(s))∥22

]
(5)

where s is the prompt with the special token.
What distinguishes our work from that of (Espos-

ito et al., 2023) is that we only need to fine-tune a
small set of data, rather than 89K prompts and 89K
images, and fine-tune a small ratio of parameters,
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making it more training-efficient.
What distinguishes our work from Fair Diffusion

(Friedrich et al., 2023) is that we do not manually
engage in prompt engineering (human interven-
tion), in other words, we do not modify the prompt.
The special token we add can be any token. More-
over, even without the special token, our approach
still mitigates gender bias.

3.5 Mixture of Experts

MoE (Mixture of Experts) (Jacobs et al., 1991;
Eigen et al., 2013) is an ensemble learning tech-
nique that improves performance by weighting the
predictions of different experts through gate mech-
anisms.

In a classic MoE system, each expert is indepen-
dent, and demonstrates high performance within
their area of expertise. A gating mechanism is
learned to adjust the weight assigned to each ex-
pert based on the input data. In contrast, in our
approach, the gates and experts, defined in Section
3.3 and 3.4, are not trained. We utilize pre-trained
models, which can be flexibly replaced by other
pre-trained models.

We show our MoE architecture in Figure 2.
What makes our gating mechanism different from
traditional MoE is that we do not learn it from the
data, and for the experts, we utilize pre-trained
models.

To summarise, our approach is as follows: we
first conduct zero-shot and unsupervised classifica-
tion. We do not use the labels (the gender statistics
of the 250 images for each occupation generated
by the vanilla Stable Diffusion, provided by Fair
Diffusion) to train the model, but only for hyper-
parameter selection. In other words, we only use
the prompt and pretrained CLIP encoder itself. At
inference, the model takes the original prompt and
special token as inputs. It judges the gender skew
the prompt shows, with the male skew leading to a
higher probability of calling the female expert, and
vice versa.

4 Experiments

4.1 Setup

We first use the statistical data of different occupa-
tions generated by Fair Diffusion (Stable Diffusion
1.5) to select the best hyperparameters for both ver-
sions of Stable Diffusion. If the general statistical
count shows more males than females, we assume
that it has a male skew, and vice versa. We found

that 4000 is the optimal hyperparameter λ in Equa-
tion 1 and the subsequent derivation for version 1.5,
and 100 is optimal for version 2.1. There is a large
difference in the best hyperparameter between the
two versions, which we attribute to the differences
in the text encoder between the two versions of
Stable Diffusion, which introduces different em-
bedding gender biases in the latent space.

Next, we use Stable Diffusion XL to gener-
ate fine-tuning images data and then fine-tune our
MoESD with BiAs experts by adding a special to-
ken to the original prompts (set to “sks” as in (Ruiz
et al., 2023)). The prompt is “A photo of the sks
face of the [occupation].”

After fine-tuning, we proceed to the inference
steps: There are three experts in the system: one
original, one male BiAs expert, and one female
BiAs expert. When inputting a prompt, we add
the same special token (“sks”) as in the fine-tuning
stages. The system judges the skew, and if the skew
is male, we allocate 10% to the male expert, 50%
to the female expert, and 40% to the original expert.
Conversely, if the skew is female, we allocate 10%
to the female expert, 50% to the male expert, and
40% to the original expert. These are the optimal
hyperparameters for conservative mitigation within
a limited search range in our experiments since we
do not want the BiAs to completely change the
original weights.

In this manner, we generate 100 images based on
the same prompt for each of the 153 occupations.

We then employ BLIP2 (Li et al., 2023) VQA
task to conduct fairness evaluation and Laion-
aesthetic linear classifier (Schuhmann, 2022) to
perform aesthetic evaluation, as we discuss in the
following sections. We also employ human evalu-
ation for the aesthetic and image-description rele-
vance evaluation.

4.2 Fairness Evaluation

4.2.1 Metric

Stable Diffusion learns a conditional distribution
P̂ (X|Z = z), where z represents the embedding
of the prompt, and the biased nature of the dataset
used to train the generative model and its archi-
tecture can impact the distribution P̂ . To quantify
the bias in generative models, recent studies (Choi
et al., 2020; Teo et al., 2024; Chuang et al., 2023)
propose using statistical parity. Specifically, given
a classifier h : X → A for the gender attribute, the
discrepancy of the generative distribution P̂ can be
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Latent Space

Diffusion Process

Denosing U-Net 

Pixel Space

BiAs BiAs BiAs BiAs

Conditioning

Text

Special
Token

Gate Gate Gate Gate

Denoising Step

BiAs

Bias Adapter Experts

Gate

Bias Identification Gate Skip Connection Concat

Figure 2: Architecture of our MoE system. We modify (Rombach et al., 2022) by adding our Bias Identification
Gate and Bias Adapter Experts. See Section 3.5 for details.

defined as two metrics: the empirical and uniform
distributions.

We use the metric in the evaluation of the images
generated by Stable Diffusion, where X is the set
of images for each occupation o from Fair Diffu-
sion, classifier h is the BLIP2 model with prompts
to predict gender. A is a set containing “male” and
“female”, and the expectation is estimated with em-
pirical samples. We assume the model to be fairer
when the empirical distributions are closer to uni-
form distributions, since a fair model minimizes the
discrepancy by ensuring that each attribute a ∈ A
has a similar probability (uniformly distributed).

Equation 6 incorporates ideal fair expectations
into the estimation of empirical samples for each
occupation. While this metric may not consider
the overall gender ratio and may sometimes favor
a higher proportion of males/females in all occu-
pations, it aims to detect gender bias within each
occupation. The standard deviation helps identify
occupations that deviate significantly from the fair
boundary.

1

|O|
∑

a∈A,x∈O

∣∣∣∣Ex∼P̂

[
1h(x)=a

]
− 1

|A|

∣∣∣∣ (6)

In the context of binary gender, Equation 6 for
each attribute a ∈ A, male or female, is the same.
Therefore, for simplicity, we report the male at-
tribute in the results.

4.2.2 Results
We compare our method to the original Stable Dif-
fusion, the Biased Prompt method proposed by
Chuang et al. (2023), and Fair Diffusion versions

1.5 and 2.1. Due to the variability in results re-
lated to hyperparameters reported by Chuang et al.
(2023), we select the best result from different hy-
perparameters for their method in both versions:
0.05 for version 1.5 and 500 for version 2 (as re-
ported in their paper). The results are shown in
Table 1.

MoESD-BiAs (with special token) performs
better than all others except for Fair Diffusion
(Friedrich et al., 2023). This is expected, since
we assume that guidance from manually edited
prompts is SOTA in terms of fairness as it will
force the model to chose the gender specified. In
our method, we do not explicitly give any gender
information in the prompt (e.g. male or female).
We show our mitigation examples in Appendix A.1.

Model Version We can observe that in most
methods, the fairness score for Stable Diffusion
Version 2.1 is higher than for Version 1.5, except
for Fair Diffusion, which indicates that Version 1.5
performs better in terms of fairness. For other meth-
ods, there is a huge difference between different
versions, but our method achieves similarly good
performance in both versions.

Adapter BiAs appears to perform better than full
fine-tuning regardless of whether we use the spe-
cial token, which suggests that only a small set
of parameters (5%) are enough to mitigate bias.
We attribute it to the fact that adapters allow more
targeted parameter updates, reducing the risk of
gradient vanishing or exploding and preventing the
catastrophic forgetting of general knowledge from
well-pretrained Stable Diffusion weights. More-
over, due to random initialization, our adapters are

6



Model Version Stable Diffusion 1.5 Stable Diffusion 2.1

Method Fairness Score STD Fairness Score STD

Benchmarks Vanilla 0.281 0.167 0.326 0.146
Bias Prompts (Chuang et al., 2023) 0.279(λ = 0.05) 0.169 0.255(λ = 500) 0.143
Fair Diffusion (Friedrich et al., 2023) 0.074 0.093 0.070 0.093

Ours MoESD 0.293 0.151 0.344 0.144
MoESD-BiAs 0.169 0.124 0.274 0.147
MoESD (special token) 0.141 0.1 0.147 0.108
MoESD-BiAs (special token) 0.135 0.103 0.136 0.107

Table 1: Fairness Evaluation of Models. For each method, we show the Fairness Score and Standard Deviation
(lower values are better) for two versions of Stable Diffusion. Our MoESD-BiAs (special token) yields the best
performance in all cases except for Fair Diffusion with manual guidance (Friedrich et al., 2023).

more effective in mitigating bias in relatively small
data and a few fine-tuning steps.

Special Token The special token contributes sub-
stantially to mitigating bias since it helps the model
(bias experts) to remember the fine-tuning process,
which is especially effective for the randomly ini-
tialized adapters. We can see the MoESD method
performs worse than the vanilla method. We at-
tribute it to the fact that small fine-tuning cannot
impact biases of a large base model. However, the
special token can mitigate this, as seen from the
MoESD (special token) results.

4.3 Aesthetic Evaluation

4.3.1 Metric
It should be noted that due to differences in training
data, the style and quality of generated images vary.
While the images generated by our model achieve
better fairness scores than those of others, we also
need to evaluate whether the aesthetic quality of
the generated images is not worse.

Linear Aesthetic Evaluation Simulacra Aes-
thetic Captions - SAC (Pressman et al., 2022) is
a dataset consisting of over 238,000 synthetic im-
ages generated with AI models, from over forty
thousand user submitted prompts. Users rate the
images on their aesthetic value from 1 to 10, when
they were asked “How much do you like this im-
age on a scale from 1 to 10?”. LAION-Aesthetics
(Schuhmann, 2022) trains a linear model on 5000
image-rating pairs from the SAC dataset, which
can predict a numeric aesthetic score in 1-10. We
utilize this linear model to evaluate the image sets
of all methods and compare their aesthetic scores.

Human Evaluation We randomly select 30 out
of 153 occupations and then randomly select one
out of 100 generated images. We choose the images

from Fair Diffusion (Friedrich et al., 2023), Bias
Prompts (λ = 0.05) (Chuang et al., 2023), and our
best method (MoESD-BiAs (special token)), and
compare them with the vanilla images, all imple-
mented on Stable Diffusion Version 1.5. So there
are 90 pairs of images (30 pairs compare Fair Dif-
fusion with vanilla, 30 pairs compare Bias Prompts
(λ = 0.05) with vanilla, and 30 pairs compare ours
with vanilla) for users to choose which one is bet-
ter. The instruction is “Choose the image that has
better quality (with ‘same’ being an option), where
the main criterion is that the person in the image
looks like a normal person and their there are no
unrealistic items in the background”. More details
of the survey are listed in Appendix A.10.

It’s important to note that in some pairs, the
vanilla model and ours have the same image be-
cause there is a probability that we do not activate
the Bias expert in our model. In those cases, the
quality remains the same. The same happens in
some instances of Fair Diffusion, where the gen-
der prompt engineering may not lead to different
results. For the Bias Prompts, the best performance
of Stable Diffusion Version 1.5 occurs with a small
λ value, so the pairs should be generally similar.

As final result, we calculate the average ratio
at which users think each model does not perform
worse than the vanilla model.

4.3.2 Results
Linear Aesthetic Evaluation To better evaluate
our fine-tuning results, we compare all the methods
on the aesthetic level to determine whether fine-
tuning affects abilities other than fairness. The re-
sults in the Table 2 show that our method maintain
the image quality according to this metric.

Compared to the vanilla approach, MoESD-
BiAs (special token) has a higher aesthetics score,
even though it may blurs faces at times. We spec-
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Model Version Stable Diffusion 1.5 Stable Diffusion 2.1

Method Aesthetic Score Aesthetic Score

Benchmarks Vanilla 5.131 5.298
Bias Prompts (Chuang et al., 2023) 5.132(λ = 0.05) 5.285(λ = 500)
Fair Diffusion (Friedrich et al., 2023) 5.154 5.318

Ours MoESD 5.423 5.439
MoESD-BiAs 5.406 5.483
MoESD (special token) 5.348 5.452
MoESD-BiAs (special token) 5.290 5.455

Table 2: Aesthetic Evaluation of Models. For each method, we show the Aesthetic Score (higher values are better)
for two versions of Stable Diffusion. Our method yields the best performance in both versions.

ulate that the higher aesthetics score may be be-
cause of images with more colorful and complex
backgrounds, which are favored by the aesthetic
classifier. Additionally, we also observed that the
vanilla method sometimes produces images with
words, which receive very aesthetics scores, as also
noted in the Laion-aesthetic example4. Finally, the
score for version 2.1 is higher than for version
1.5, indicating that version 2.1 has better aesthetic
recognition during pre-training.

Our method with the special token sometimes
performs worse than our method without the spe-
cial token, suggesting that the special token may
be occasionally harmful to aesthetics.

Human Evaluation We present our human eval-
uation results in Table 3. Our method was same or
better than the vanilla method in 59% of the cases,
which ranks it worse than the SOTA methods we
evaluated. This reflects the fact that our images are
sometimes blurry, which is a very visible artifact
and leads our human evaluators to (rightly) prefer
vanilla images in many cases. This lower qual-
ity may be due to the limited size of the training
data and the small number of training parameters.
This indicates that more work is needed to keep the
quality of the generated images, while mitigating
biases.

Method Non-worse Ratio
Fair Diffusion (Friedrich et al., 2023) 59.3%
Bias Prompts(λ = 0.05) (Chuang et al., 2023) 85.16%
MoESD-BiAs (special token) 54.58%

Table 3: Average Non-Worse Ratio for 3 Methods.

4.4 Image-Description Relevance Evaluation
We also launched an additional human evaluation
on the quality of our generated images to further

4http://captions.christoph-schuhmann.
de/aesthetic_viz_laion_sac+logos+
ava1-l14-linearMSE-en-2.37B.html

understand the results in the previous section. We
selected the same 30 images generated by us from
the aesthetic evaluation to assess how well each
image matches its description (the prompt given
to Stable Diffusion). The instruction is “How well
does the image matches the image description. 10
stands for fully relevant and 0 stands for not rele-
vant. Image description: A photo of the face of the
[occupation name].”

Out of the 30 images, 10 images do not acti-
vate the bias experts, in other words, there are no
changes to the vanilla weight, while 20 images
activate the bias expert.

We then calculated the mean and median rel-
evance scores for each image and conducted an
analysis for all 30 images. Details of the survey are
listed in Appendix A.10.

The results are shown in Table 4. We observe a
small degradation in quality when our bias mitiga-
tion method is activated. However, this degradation
is acceptable, as the score difference is within a
range of 1 (in 10).

Method Mean Median
Non-Activated BiAs (10) 7.17 7.5
Activated BiAs (20) 6.48 6.8
Aggregated (30) 6.71 7.03

Table 4: Mean and Median of Human Evaluation
We evaluate how well the image matches the image
description. The number in parentheses represents the
number of images.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we introduce the MoE to Stable Dif-
fusion by taking a major step by assessing existing
biases in the prompt embedding and fine-tuning the
BiAs with special tokens to aid in understanding
the biased data, which results in our MoESD-BiAs
system, which has achieved significant success in
mitigating bias while maintaining quality.
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6 Limitations

Although our method has made significant strides
in mitigating bias while maintaining aesthetic qual-
ity, we must admit the limitations of our work.

First, we cannot achieve the same level of fair-
ness score as manual editing of the gender at-
tributes, which could be further improved. Ad-
ditionally, we did not pay attention to evaluating
biases related to the race, as measuring bias in
prompt embeddings for the race is much more dif-
ficult than for gender. Moreover, in our work, we
only address the case of binary gender. We did
not consider sexual minorities in various contexts,
which is a much more complex task. We hope to
explore this further in future work.

Second, our zero-shot and unsupervised prompt
bias identification and hyperparameter selection
are based on the results of Fair Diffusion statisti-
cal counts (Friedrich et al., 2023), so it may not
be entirely accurate. Moreover, we only achieve
79% accuracy in identifying bias from the prompt,
which is not perfect when facing challenging occu-
pations such as the insurance agent.

Third, although we achieve good performance
in aesthetics, our method indeed loses some fine-
grained details on faces due to the quality of the
fine-tuning images. However, fortunately, our ex-
perts can be switched by fine-tuned ones by users
themselves, which can be further improved through
special fine-tuning.

7 Ethical Considerations

Our work focuses on addressing social bias, specif-
ically gender bias. Our research has a broader im-
pact beyond scientific research. We take a signif-
icant stride across a wide range of industries and
societies and our method marks a crucial step to-
ward eliminating gender biases in text-to-image
models.

However, by introducing the BiAs approach to
mitigate bias, there is a risk that people might mis-
use the weights to generate more biased content.
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A Appendix

A.1 Mitigation Visualization

We showcase our method with vanilla Stable Diffu-
sion to demonstrate our gender bias mitigation in
Figure 3.

A.2 Text-Encoded Bias from Prompts

We use T-Distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embed-
ding (t-SNE) to visualize the text-encoded bias
from prompts, as shown in Figure 4.

A.3 Different Methods for Bias-Identification
Gate

We showcase various methods for Bias-
Identification Gate, and our approach stands
out as the most effective in identifying bias in the
prompt according to the Equation 4. We directly
compare classifications without the intervention
of the Calibration Matrix Projection by simply
comparing the similarity of z0, zmale, and zfemale

to determine whether z0 is closer to zmale or
zfemale. The rule is demonstrated below:

G ′(z0) = Similarity′(z0, zmale)

− Similarity′(z0, zfemale) (7)

We also utilize third-party models (T5 (Raffel
et al., 2020) and Sequence Transformer (Reimers
and Gurevych, 2019)) as monitoring models to uti-
lize their embedding similarity for classification
and compare the results with our method.

For T5, we perform the QA task for classifica-
tion, as follows:

Question = “Answer the following question with
‘male’ or ‘female’. Is the face more likely to be
male or female?”

Context = “A photo of the face of the ” + [occu-
pation]

For Sentence Transformer, we calculate the sim-
ilarity between two different set of prompts and
perform the classification, selecting the maximum
accuracy:

(1) Query = “A photo of the face of the ” +
[occupation]

Docs = “A photo of the face of the male”, “A
photo of the face of the female”

(2) Query= [occupation]
Docs = [“male”, “female”]

Once again, our identification method yields the
best results.

Method Accuracy
Ours 79%
Cosine Similarity (CLIP) 72%
Euclidean Distance (CLIP) 27%
Manhattan Distance (CLIP) 28%
Jaccard Similarity (CLIP) 43%
Pearson Correlation Coefficient (CLIP) 72.5%
T5 Prompt Classification 57%
Sentence Transformer Embedding 70%

Table 5: Accuracy for Gate-Identification in Different
Methods. The method labeled with “(CLIP)” indicates
that we use the embeddings from the CLIP encoder
obtained from Stable Diffusion.

A.4 More Details of (Chuang et al., 2023)
The detailed proof is shown in the original work.
For simplicity in our work, the derivation from
Equation 1 is presented as follows. Equations 8 and
9 demonstrate that the calibrated projection matrix
and prompt embedding have convenient closed-
form solutions.

P ∗ = P0

I +
λ

|S|
∑

(i,j)∈S

(zi − zj)(zi − zj)
T

−1

(8)

z∗ =

I +
λ

|S|
∑

(i,j)∈S

(zi − zj)(zi − zj)
T

−1

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Calibration Matrix

z0

(9)

A.5 Parameter λ for Bias-Identification
From Equation 4 and 8, we can observe that the pa-
rameter λ is crucial for Bias Identification. There-
fore, we can deduce that the accuracy of the result
is influenced by this parameter. To visualize the
results based on λ, we observe that 4000 is optimal
for Stable Diffusion 1.5, while 100 is optimal for
Stable Diffusion 2.1.

A.6 Defect of Bias Prompts
As shown in Figure 7, the ideal mitigation should
lie in the middle of male and female; however,
the actual mitigation occurs in another dimension.
Although it may have the same meaning when rep-
resenting male or female, the same meaning may
not be neutral and could still contain some gender
attributes.
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Figure 3: Successful Mitigation of Gender Bias. From left to right are the occupations of aerospace engineer, metal
worker, plumber, executive assistant, nurse, and fitness instructor. Each column is generated by the same prompt
and seed. The left three are extremely male-biased occupations, and the right three are extremely female-biased
occupations. The BiAs Expert successfully leads to a fairer generation.

(a) CLIP ViT-L/14 of Stable Diffusion Version 1.5 (b) OpenCLIP-ViT/H of Stable Diffusion Version 2.1

Figure 4: T-Distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding (t-SNE) (Van der Maaten and Hinton, 2008) dimension
reduction and visualization of prompts encoded by text encoder of Stable Diffusion Version 1.5 and 2.1 (Rombach
et al., 2022). There is a clear boundary between two gender-bias occupation embeddings in both versions of Stable
Diffusion.

Figure 5: The number of correct predictions for Stable
Diffusion 1.5.

Figure 6: The number of correct predictions for Stable
Diffusion 2.1.
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Figure 7: Latent Representation of Prompt Embedding.

So (Chuang et al., 2023) exhibits a defect that
we have observed: as the parameter λ increases,
the original characteristics are lost and male char-
acteristics become more and more prominent. We
present a different set of images, where each set
of images are generated with the same prompt and
seeds but with different λ to illustrate the “male
guidance”.

A.7 Occupation list

We use the occupation list from Fair Diffusion
(Friedrich et al., 2023) instead of (Chuang et al.,
2023), as we found that the Fair Diffusion one
contains more occupations and includes more chal-
lenging ones. All occupations are displayed in the
Table 6 below, where we specifically label the right
and wrong occupation predictions for our Bias-
Identification method.

A.8 BLIP2 VQA for Fairness Evaluation

For each picture, we use the following question to
conduct the VQA evaluation and count the num-
ber of males and females in 100 pictures for each
occupation.

Question: “Answer the following question with
‘male’ or ‘female’ or ‘people not present’ only. Is
this person on this file male or female?”

For “people not present”, BLIP2 sometimes
gives the answer “unknown”, so it will not be re-
flected in the count of “people not present”. How-
ever, it does not matter since we only care about
the male and female count for the fairness score.

A.9 Failure cases

A.9.1 Right and Wrong Case for Bias
Identification

As previously presented in the Table 6, which illus-
trates the right and wrong cases for Bias Identifi-
cation. We can observe that the wrong cases are
most likely to be difficult ones, including very neu-

tral occupations and occupations containing two or
more words.

A.9.2 Failure Generation for our Method
As mentioned above, some of our generated images
blur the faces. This could be further improved
through fine-tuning.

A.10 Human Evaluation Details
For the aesthetic response, we collected 29 re-
sponses, and for how well the image matches the
image description, we collected 27 responses. All
surveys were conducted anonymously, and the ex-
periment was double-blinded. All the users were
informed all the collected data would be used for
scientific research only. When clicking the sub-
mission button, they know the data collection is
anonymous and consent to the collection.
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Figure 8: Defect of (Chuang et al., 2023). The male characteristics become more and more prominent, and in some
cases, the gender even switches.

Figure 9: Unsuccessful Generation of Face. Althrough we achieve fairness of gender, but we lose some aesthetic
details of faces.
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Right

accountant, aerospace engineer, air conditioning installer, architect, artist,
author, bartender, bus driver, butcher, career counselor, carpenter,

carpet installer, cashier, ceo, childcare worker, civil engineer, clergy, coach,
community manager, compliance officer, computer programmer,

computer support specialist, construction worker, cook, correctional officer,
customer service representative, dental assistant, dental hygienist, dentist,

detective, director, dishwasher, drywall installer, electrical engineer,
electrician, engineer, event planner, executive assistant, farmer,

fast food worker, financial advisor, financial analyst, financial manager,
fitness instructor, groundskeeper, hairdresser, head cook, health technician,

host, hostess, housekeeper, industrial engineer, interior designer, interviewer,
it specialist, jailer, janitor, language pathologist, librarian, logistician,

machinery mechanic, machinist, maid, manager, manicurist, market research analyst,
massage therapist, mechanic, mechanical engineer, medical records specialist,

mental health counselor, metal worker, mover, musician, network administrator,
nurse, nursing assistant, nutritionist, occupational therapist, office clerk,
painter, paralegal, payroll clerk, pharmacist, pharmacy technician, pilot,

plane mechanic, plumber, police officer, postal worker, printing press operator,
programmer, purchasing agent, radiologic technician, receptionist, repair worker,
roofer, sales manager, salesperson, scientist, security guard, sheet metal worker,
singer, social assistant, social worker, software developer, stocker, taxi driver,

teacher, teaching assistant, teller, therapist, tractor operator, truck driver,
tutor, waiter, waitress, web developer, welder, wholesale buyer, writer

Wrong

aide, baker, claims appraiser, cleaner, clerk, computer systems analyst,
courier, credit counselor, data entry keyer, designer, dispatcher, doctor,

facilities manager, file clerk, firefighter, graphic designer, insurance agent,
inventory clerk, laboratory technician, lawyer, marketing manager, office worker,

photographer, physical therapist, producer, psychologist, public relations specialist,
real estate broker, school bus driver, supervisor, underwriter, veterinarian

Table 6: Occupation Set, with right and wrong predictions for our Bias-Identification method.
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